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RyuJltYu Report 1962

ERIKA KANEKO

The following report of the archreological survey of several of the Ryukyu islands,
in May and June 1962, was done under the auspices and with a grant of the Honolulu
Academy of Arts, to whom I wish to express my cordial thanks for its generosity
and understanding and also for bearing the cost of the plates.

Part I contains amendments and corrections to the general statement on the
present archreological situation of the Ryiikyu's in 'Some aspects of Ryukyu prehis
tory' by Kokubu and Kaneko (1961). Part II is a preliminary investigation for a
survey of megalithic structures in the Ryiikyiis.

PART I

No new evidence has been discovered of an undisputed palreolithic site in these
islands.

The suggested division of the Ryiikyiis into three culture areas appears still
basically sound.

Area A: Satsunan islands iiim~ I!'b

Area A participated in the Kyiishii :tL ~}li pottery traditions from early Jomon ~3t
onwards. The Jomon sites are usually found in coastal shell-mounds. Occurrence of
at least early arid middle stages of Kyiishii Jomon (Sobata 1¥l 1<. I±I Sainokami~ -I {$,
Ichiki rlHI~, Ibusuki f~m) are reported from Tanegashima 1iT~ (Mitomo, Kawa
guchi and Kokubu 1953: 25-44). Jomon, in this report we shall-simplifyingly
define as a regional and temporal culture concept, applicable to Japan and affiliated
areas (Satsunan islands and Chishima =f~ islands) at a certain period of prehistory
when cord impression was predominantly practised in pottery manufacture. The
habitual classification of Ryiikyu pottery in terms of Kyiishu Jomon sequences is
misleading, because, as yet, we have no means to determine the time lag between
a Kyiishii type and its apparent Ryiikyii derivate. It must also be kept in mind
that no real cord-marked ware has yet been found in the Ryiikyiis.

The strategically important Tokara I!±:uj; ~J islands, forming a bridge between
areas A and B are an archreological terra incognita.

Area B: Amami 1lt~ islands, Okinawa lTt'*m and its offshore islands

The tentative inclusion of this whole area into the 'Yayoi iJi~ sphere', in the
sense of a southern extension of this regional and temporal concept (Kokubu and
Kaneko 1961: 000) may well prove premature. Identification as late Yayoi ware of
pottery found on Yoron ~~ island (Kawaguchi 1959) has not remained un
challenged.
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Judging from the sherds in possession of the Shuri Government Museum, the
term Sue ~1iJ~ ware should also be used with caution; its identification with
Japanese Sue (Kokubu and Kaneko 1962: 95) is questionable; a relationship with
Korean pottery has been suggested (Kim 1962: 8). Since a continental origin is
also assumed for Sue (derivation from Silla pottery ~;\i~) the relationships
meant by Kim Won-yong are most probably direct ones. How these contacts were
established we do not know.

The human burials in shell-mounds found at Chiabaru, Noguni, Iejima-Yashin
tori (Tawada 1962) have added a new and exciting interest in shell-mounds. They
effectively silence the recurrent myth of a mere abandonment of the dead (misnamed
'windburial' m~) preceding the recent and present-day multiple disposal method
(Kaneko 1961). All burials so far discovered were In interior upland shell-mounds
where they are reported to occur beneath the culture-containing layer in either
soil or white sand. That shell-mound and burial were contemporaneous is suggested
by the funerary inventory of shell pendants and shell rings, a feature characterizing
most of the interior upland shell-mounds.

Some of the interior upland shell-mounds are associated with caves which
probably served as shelters of the shell-mound people. In other cases, particularly
Iha .wrm, pit dwelling is strongly suggested by clearly noticeable indented areas
in the terrace above the shell-mound. A careful excavation of such dwelling sites
has a priority claim on our research list.

Shell-mounds featuring a predominantly maritime inventory occupy the coastal
areas. They are often characterized by deposits obviously left by populous com
munities. Judging by the depth and extension of the deposit, some small islands,
particularly in area C, appear to have supported a shell-mound population much
greater than our recent population figures. Systematic horizontal and vertical
excavation of these shell-mounds may give information about the dwelling pattern
of the shell-mound people and what has become of them. Discrepancies in popula
tion figures and gaps in cultural traditions indicate that the recurrent theme of
local tales of repeated catastrophes wiping out whole populations, may be based
on ascertainable fact.

Area B prehistorical usage divides the shell-mounds into an 'earlier'and a 'later
shell-mound culture'. Leaving aside the inapplicability of the term 'culture' in this
connection, distinction can be made on the basis of

t. their topographical position (interior upland terraces and coastal lowlands) ;

u. their size (upland shell-mounds tend to be smaller in extension and have
shallow deposits);

nt. their inventory. Upland: bone and shell ornaments, rare finds of arrow
points, stone implements are predominantly axes, the prevalent pottery
form is a large-mouthed, flat-bottomed jar, decoration with geometric designs
incised parallel to the rim, the pastes are br,ittle and heavily tempered with
quartz and sand. Coastal: bone and shell ornaments show a sharp decrease
and disappear from later strata, stone implements show a greater typological
variety, hut axes decrease in frequency, pottery with pointed base is some
times found, but most vessels are plain, or designs limited to curved chevrons.
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A medium date for the earlier shell-mound period is suggested by Chinese
coins of the Ch'in ~ dynasty (221-206 B.C.) found in the Gusukudake ~ffi shell
mound. Yawata Ichiro (1950: 31-38) thinks that the shell-mound antedates the
3rd century B.C., because the associated pottery appears to be relatively late.
Recently this pottery has, on the contrary, been termed as early (Takamiya 1961 :5),
but since the site has been completely destroyed by quarrying (a fate threatening
most upland shell-mounds) that the site may be later than assumed cannot be
substantiated.

An approximate date for the later phase is the find of Chinese coins of a period
between A.D. 621 and 950 near the bottom of Noguni!f~ shell-mound (Bird and
Eckholm 1959). In Tawada Shinjun's (1956: 40) relative chronology of Ryiikyiian
shell-mounds, Noguni figures as 'early' mr AA. This shell-mound has also been com
pletely destroyed. Judging by these finds and on the yet unproven assumption
that the coins deposited in the shell-mounds were not considerably later than their
mintage, we have a span of 1,000 years between the early and late shell-mound
periods.

Area C: Miyiiko '§ ti and Yaeyama /\~ W-l island groups

Very little is known about the prehistoric position of the Miyako group, where
to the best of my knowledge, no excavation of professional standard has yet been
done.

All archreological and ethnological research in the Ryiikyiis is retarded by a
peculiar 'Anschluss-ideology', that the Ryiikyiis are but a pale reflection of the
greater glory of Japan, and thus implies that everything Ryiikyiian must necessarily
have a Japanese source. But the wholesale adoption of Japanese archreological
terminology and chronology is quite inapplicable in our area C. Recurrent reports
about discoveries of allegedly palreolithic sites in these islands must be understood
as a misapplication of the Japanese term 'mudoki bunka' ~±~::t1t = non
ceramic culture. In Japan these non-ceramic phases happen to be also preceramic
and Ryiikyii archreology produces the peculiar equation: non-ceramic = pre
ceramic = palreolithic! This quite apart from the fact that to date all sites so
designated have proved to be late.

Pottery and stone implements seen in Miyakoan collections would justify the
inclusion of the Miyako group into area C and support G. H. Kerr's 'island stepping
stone theory' of an original settlement from the south (Kerr 1958: 23). But future
excavations, and even the available surface finds may well in the future establish
the Miyakos as a separate area. Moreover, the absence of reliable stratigraphic
accounts from the Miyako islands forbids any comment about the absolute, or even
relative chronological position of the artifacts and reduces them to mere circum
stantial evidence. The stone implements are typologically early neolithic (Kokubu
and Kaneko 1962: 108) and their upper time limit may in Miyako coincide with
the big megalithic tombs of the late 15th and early 16th centuries, where they are
reported amongst the funerary inventory. The associated pottery will be taken up
in a later context.

At the present state of our knowledge we can broadly distinguish:
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i. A prehistorical southern component of local Miyako culture, represented by
pottery and stone implements of uncertain starting period, but shared with the
island group to the south. Furthermore, local traditions attributes the introduction
of most important crafts to the south and pre-work rituals are always conducted
facing this direction.

ii. A historical northern component brought about by contact with and in
clusion into the realm of Chiizan r:j:l ili A.D. 1522. It must be emphasized that
written records and with them the beginning of historical times are in our area
late mediaeval and the transition from prehistorical times is an elusive process.

iii. A variety of culture elements cannot be directly assigned to either south
or north. It may, in this connection, prove rewarding to consider seriously local
traditions about frequent and direct intercourse with China. Local tradition is
borne out by Chinese sources recording the arrival of fourteen Miyakoans on the
Chekiang coast in A.D. 1317 (Akiyama 1930). The tradition about the two T'ang
)j!f (period) brothers who are worshipped as culture bringers in a special little shrine
near their landing place at Matsubaru, Hisamatsu t1I*, ~ t1 is a further instance.
However we should note that in this area, the Chinese are generally called the
T'ang people to-jin )j!f A.

A study of relationships between castle sites and nearby burial caves proved
impractical as planned. In the absence of aerial surveys, or even large scale maps,
castle site studies are stifled in the abundant vegetation of these parts.

One big burial cave at the back of Uipiyayama J:.;ft~ili castle was surveyed.
The original ground plan of the castle is hidden under impenetrable bush and I
do not know whether the cave was within the castle confines. Chronologically castle
site and cave are not incompatible, whether the local contention that Uipiyayama
was a pirate stronghold (desperados from the whole Far East led by a core ofJapanese
[Inamura 1957]) proves correct or not. The funerary pottery seen in situ and in the
houses of people known to have looted there is of the same ordinary ware serving
in this function without substantial changes for several centuries. Within this
general and temporal context castle and cave are compatible, although the cave
appears to be younger in respect to its present occupancy. The time-depth of
occupation will have to be determined by a trial trench. At present not a sherd of
the outlandish ware, which one may have expected, graced the resting place of
persons of social distinction (be it local feudal lords or foreign pirate) is found. The
skeletons strewn in profusion all over the available floor of the cave show, together
with pottery, a most disconcerting tendency of disappearing from day-to-day.

Although this project is a key to castle site research, the reply is uncomplete
and inconclusive-only to a team of workers it would present no special difficulties.

The coastal strip between the abandoned Arazato ~ lI!. village and Futanii calls
for attention. It is characterized by a considerable number of dwelling sites and
stone walls. There are also quadrangular stone platforms (representative measure
ments: length and breadth 2 m., height l' 50 m.) in dry masonry technique made from
rough coral blocks and coral block tumuli, making use of natural rocks as lean to,
wherever available. The human remains found on top of the platforms suggest
they were used as exposure platforms. In all cases I saw, the remains consisted
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of weather beaten and inarticulated bones of a single skeleton. Nowhere have I
found a skull or funerary objects. We may therefore, assume that exposure of the
body on the platform was followed by a second phase, with the gathering of the
bones, particular bones, or, at least, the skulls and depositing them somewhere else.
In short, the disposal method represented by these impressive platforms is a variant
of the ordinary multiple disposal form of the dead as practised all over the Ryukyus.
It is possible that the purified bones were placed in an urn, over which a tumulus
(round ground-plan) was built. Since the Ryukyu Cultural Property Protection
Committee has never given as yet an outright excavation permit, confining foreign
archreologists to 'surface collection and surveys', this and many other questions
have to be deferred to a later date.

However, during the few hours of my visit to this area, several tumuli and
platforms were completely destroyed by stone crushers who operate nearby a
small brick-making plant. An appeal to local authorities for preservation of at least
a representative number of these structures was turned down on political and
economic grounds.

A small shell-mound near a cave in Karimata and the whole area of Bora Furu
jima 1*.&l!i~ are reported to be of considerable interest. They were surveyed by
my colleague Kim Won-yong of Seoul National University, and I have no first
hand knowledge of them.

The pottery of area C is characterized by panari pottery, defined as very coarse,
low-fired, red-brown with tempering of sand and crushed shells. Prevalent forms
are globular vessels with narrow necks and characteristic, horizontally placed lugs
(~!l=±~). Shell-mounds, abandoned village sites, caves and other resting places
of the dead abound with panari. Today prehistoric and historic panari remain
virtually undistinguishable, but for the context in which it is found. The name
panari is taken from the local appellation of the two small Aragusuku ~ J;ft islands,
which seem to have been the centre of local pottery making to the beginning of
the Meiji era (A.D. 1867-1912). Panari is supposed to be in Yaeyama dialect Japanese
hanare (jima) Jilt~ (isolated, or faraway island). The earliest written source to
mention this ware is an account of the Korean castaways swept to Yonaguni .!;j. tJj)~

in A.D. 1479 (Seung Chong JVt* 1499). According to the Koreans panari was the
only pottery known in the Yonaguni of their times. Whereas earlier horizons in
Yonaguni contain only panari, Chinese porcelain, mainly celadon, is found mixed
up with panari in all post-A.D. 1520 sites. The year A.D. 1520 is the year Yonaguni
was overcome and subsequently included in the realm of Chuzan r:j:l Ul.

Although Yonaguni (for which we have inferred dates) is only marginal to the
group, the same successive layers, prehistoric panari, followed by historic panari
(utility ware) plus Chinese porcelain (ritual and prestige use) appear in the whole
area. According to G. H. Kerr (private communication 24-7-1963) trade ware of
Southern Sung i¥.i * (1127-1279), Yuan 5G (1279-1368) and earliest Ming ~

(1368-1644) was identified during his last 1962 survey trip to area C and consider
ably exceeds our previously assumed earliest dates for trade ware (Kokubu and
Kaneko 1962: II2). Indeed, it seems now that (quite contrary to the commonly
accepted sequence of events that intensified intercourse with Chuzan and its
Anschlus by Chuzan introduced celadons and other Chinese porcelain into area C),
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this incorporation may have rather cut off a flourishing direct trade, as suggested
by G. H. Kerr (private communication, as above). This reversal does not, of course,
alter the actual find situation, although itwould considerably increase the antiquity of
the prehistoric layers containing only panari. Panari and stone implements obviously
remained the principal utensils, even after the introduction of celadon and iron.
I should like to except Yonaguni from this direct trade relationship, because the
Koreans clearly state that both porcelains and pigs are unknown on this island,
while they were seen on all other islands. Their report is fully borne out by our
1960 trial trenches on Yonaguni. As to the reason for this virtual isolation of
Yonaguni we can only speculate. Not adverse navigational conditions, I think, but
the bad reputation which the islanders had amongst neighbouring islands (repeated
references to cannibalism) may have discouraged intercourse with this rather remote
island. However, the presence or an absence of celadon is our only criterium for
applying a division in the prehistory of this area. A generally accepted relative
chronology of sand tempering preceding shell tempering may not be very reliable,
since on Shimoji, Aragusuku r:fill Jfi fflt I found a clay site, where clay is naturally
mixed up with crushed shell particles. Further research will have to say whether
all shell tempered panari comes from Shimoji and where sand tempered panari
comes from. In view of the universality of panari all over area C extending into
area B at Yabuchi ~:fill (Kokubu and Kaneko 1962: II7) as well as appearing as
import ware in the castle sites of Okinawa, it may be doubted that the two tiny
islands, associated with it in recent times, are its original dispersal centre. Close
attention should be paid to Formosan parallels and to the prehistoric pottery of
identical character and form observed in coastal Southeast China by Professor
Esaka Teruya of Keio University, Tokyo (personal information). Conclusive
evidence as to the direction and date of entry of this pottery in our area will be a
major break-through in Southern Ryukyu archreology.

Although pottery making was discontinued almost a century ago, its technical
process is recalled in a traditional potters' song sometimes still heard from old
people. The technical details are strikingly reminiscent of Philippine pottery
making described by Solheim (Solheim 1952).

Significant new stone implement finds from this area include a semilunar per
forated stone knife (slate) and associated shouldered adze. As both implements
were mislaid, identification is on the basis of sketches drawn independently by three
different informants. Stone knives, the characteristic implements of most rice grow
ing cultures are not completely lacking in the Ryukyus, as had been thought. The
Shuri Government Museum possesses a number of specimens, amongst them a
beautifully finished miniature one. I located two further stone implements with
indentations on all sides (clam or fruit kernel cracking) in Yonaguni. One was found in
a post-A.D. 1520 context which does not, of course, exclude the possibility of their
greater antiquity in general.

PART II

Following Heine-Ge1dern (1959), I define megalithic monuments as materializa
tions of a particular world-view centred on the concept of permanence as realized
in the eternal link between past, present and future generations. This world view
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is also characterized by a certain eschatology, salvation ideas and ancestor cult.
Megalithic monuments are therefore neither limited to structures built of huge
stones, as implied by the name, nor are such structures necessarily megalithic
monuments-all depends on the spiritual context of the structure.

Notwithstanding these megalithic concepts and materializations, identical cultures
are not to be expected in all distributional areas of the megalithic movement, since
it is known to have entered into symbiosis with diverse religions and to have gained
hold on various types of social structures. However, the concepts and their material
expressions show such uniformity as to \varrant the assumption of a common origin.
Transcending time and continents, the megalithic problem calls for co-operation
between archreologists and ethnologists, living megalithic cultures supplying many
clues for the interpretation of prehistoric megaliths.

Shifts of emphasis or variations in scope can be accounted for by the type of
culture locally encountered by the megalithic movement. Megalithic structures
most frequently found may be summarized as follow.

i. Monuments

Monuments erected to the memory of a dead or living person (need not be a
cenotaph, but a bridge, stone-seat, etc.). They not only increase his prestige, and
social rank, but give also his name permanency and/or ensure propitious conditions
in the Beyond. The erection of a monument is the occasion of a lavish feast, or
even a series of feasts (feast of merit or mortuary feast) which only the wealthy can
afford. It often demands the concerted efforts of the whole community and brings
about a redistribution of wealth. Its fertility powers for crops, animals and man,
are not limited to the owner, but extend to the whole community. Some of these
structures have a magic apotropaic power.

Menhirs frequently found in this area, in majority act as magic barriers and are
accordingly erected at crossroads, or at the foot of a garden wall, wherever it faces
the public road (PI. Vc). Their apotropaic power is sometimes increased by incising
three characters :.ci~~ (sekkanto, i.e. 'stone, can, withstand'). The characters are
sometimes cut directly in the garden wall and substitute for the menhir. The
distribution area of the magic obstacles includes China, many parts of continental
Southeast Asia, the Ryukyus, Kyushu and southern Honshu of Japan. In some
instances the whole 'spirit wall', an inner wall which covers the front opening in
the garden wall and shields the inhabitants from view as well as from evil influences,
consists of menhirs (PI. Vd).

Menhirs as memorials for individual dead were formerly in use, but to establish
the identity of persons thus honoured, or the circumstances of erection, is difficult
in all those cases, where the memorial is not connected with the tomb.

Menhirs and memorial dolmens used as prayer stones and altars within a sacred
compound will be taken up in a later context; but prayer stones and altars are also
found outside of these compounds. Two such instances are the rain-prayer stone
in Sonai, Yonaguni mWi and the ancestral altar of the Tomari lineage in Hinai,
Yonaguni .I:t JIllJ.!I) w.m. These stones ensure fertility of crops, animals and people
and the rain-prayer stone is particularly invoked in times of drought. Thanksgiving
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offerings of first crops are made to the ancestral deities who on this and all other
occasions, when prayers are addressed to them, descend on the stone. The functions
surrounding the prayer-stone in Sonai are public and presided over by the noro
(ritual expert) and her male helper. In this particular case, the helper is the noro's
husband, usually one of her brothers serves in this function. The proper observance
of rites at the ancestral altar in Hinai is the sole responsibility of the Tomari family.

Menhirs in the use of 'ghost seats' are not unknown. They stand in the fields
and arc believed to be the resting places of the ancestors, whenever they chose
to go abroad and look over their possessions. This function of the menhirs is;
however, only known by the very old people and obtained from them after much
prompting, since the informants fear the ridicule of their 'enlightened' offspring.
One menhir, already half submerged in a field was pointed out to me by an
octogenarian as a ghost seat, while his son later explained that it was a step stone
for mounting a horse, which the inspecting Chiizan officials used to show off their
superiority to the natives.

Thus the original significance of many menhirs has been forgotten, while some
secondary use they have been put to lives on in the memory of the people. A good
example is the menhir at Nikadori :faj} II !lit, Miyako (PI. Vb), locally known as
'taxation stone'. This stone figures in tales about the tax levied by the Chiizan
government. The stand of the stone is at present 142 em. The tax collector sat on a
nearby horizontal stone and the entire population was required to file past on the
other side of the menhir. Whoever exceeded the stone in height, was considered
sufficiently grown-up to pay his taxes. In times of slack business, the collector's
assistant would, by a well timed kick or whack, ensure that this condition was fulfilled
and internal revenue replenished! This drastic account of the secondary use this
menhir was put to has apparently erased all memories of its original meaning.

The 'soul stone' at present near Nobaru !Y ilfi: hamlet, Miyako is an interesting
example of a tradition still alive (PI. Va). It is a perfectly finished cylindrical stone
of a present standing height of 1·6 m. The circumference at the base is 4' 18m.
and the stone is listed as 'cultural property'.

According to local tradition this stone once stood in Karimata t!tf~, where it
represented the soul of the settlement, its ancestral deities. It ensured wealth and
the well-being of this community. In the course of local feuds before unification
of the island under Nakazone Toyomiuya 19='*f.&:\iIU~, Karimata was defeated
and its stone removed to the summit of Nobaru dake (with 106'9 m. the highest
elevation of the island). When the present USAF Radar Station (623 A.C. & W.
Squadron) was under construction, the stone was to be pushed over the cliff by
bulldozer. But as soon as this got abroad, the people of nearby Nobaru hamlet
created an uproar; the plan had to be abandoned and the monument transferred
to a site near this settlement. At the time of my visit, the stone which now represents
the soul of Nobaru, was surrounded by a newly-made circle of coral blocks in a
radius of roughly 3 m., kept free of litter and rank vegetation.

In this context, some interesting megalithic structures of Yonaguni ought to be
mentioned, although they stress prestige, rather than the memorial aspect.

They are big tanks hewn out of the live rock which in their Ryiikyiian distribution
seem limited to Yonaguni. An interesting tradition (informant, teacher Maetake
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of Hinai) about their origin which I collected was: 'Two Yonagunians went to
T'ang Jm' (period) China (cp. 116) and were already given up as dead when, after
many years, they unexpectedly returned. In celebration of their safe return a huge
feast was given and at the end of it the whole village helped in making the first tank,
the model of which the two travellers had seen in Fukien. But Mr H. Vetch has
called to my attention that the name of the T'ang dynasty derives from an picto
graph showing a pair of hands holding a pilon, tamping a hollow ~, and that when
the character has the radical ± tu (earth), :Y! it designated long ago and even now
a tank, pool, or dyke.

At present such tanks are found in several wealthy houses of Hinai and Sonai,
where they still have prestige value (PI. VIa and c). I also found one together with
a stone-wall, a half-submerged menhir and stepping stones at the abandoned
Sakai village site (PI. VId).

Old people recall now their elders told them how these tanks were made and
transported to their sites. Remarkably enough, this working process exactly corres
ponds to the one of the rock-cut sarcophagi ofEast Formosa (Kano 1930)' Evidence
of this working process is left lying about the Formosan countryside in the form of
unfinished products. When the tank was finished, the whole village co-operated in
its transport on log rollers. In appreciation the tank owner gave a huge feast to all
helpers. One oJd lady who was told about this by her grandparents said to me:
'My word, all the oxen that went down the drain at such a time l' Killing of cattle
for sacrificial purposes, or consumption by the guests, is, of course, a well-known
feature at the erection of a megalithic monument in many megalithic cultures.

The dimensions of the tanks vary between: length IS0-190 em., breadth 80-150
cm., depth 30-70 em., thickness of the stone 25-30 em. It seems reasonably certain
that tanks were still installed some ISO years ago, although we have no means to fix
their earliest date. Exact parallels to these tanks and the sometimes beautifully
finished stone troughs and stone mortars, universally seen on this island, can be
pointed out from West Toradjas territory (Kruyt 1938: Deel Platen, pIs. 69, 108, 109
110, 115), where, however, like Formosa, they appear to serve as coffins. Preserva
tion of these important cultural assets, totally unknown to the Cultural Property
Protection Commission at Naha, is imperative. Some of them have already been
destroyed, because of the space they occupy.

ii. Tombs

In their present distribution the megalithic cultures are not associated with any
particular disposal method of the dead. Multiple disposal methods are, however,
found with some frequency. Concepts of death and the Beyond tend to be fairly
uniform, equally the idea that dissolution of the physical and spiritual self according
to certain rules (for instance ritual 'bone-washing') will ensure salvation. Fear of
the dead is conspicuously absent from this way of thinking and any interpretation
of the huges stones used in some types of megalithic tombs, as barriers between the
living and the dead (Iha 1939: 43; Inamura 1958) is erroneous. On the contrary,
the idea of the eternal link between past, present and future generations is nowhere
better expressed than in the big megalithic lineage tombs, the loving care given to
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ancestral remains or the custom of letting the dead ancestors participate in the
affairs of the living.

The existing literature about this area shows a total disregard of methodological
and terminological principles (Inamura 1958; Kokubu 1963; Takiguchi in Yaeyama
1960). The redefinition and reconsideration of these structures is therefore neces
sary, even if tentative and provisional.

Following accepted archreological terminology, I define as grave dolmen: a
structure consisting of four or more supporting boulders, or irregular blocks, form
ing a chamber, and a large cap-stone (Fig. I). (1'vlemcrrial dolmen do not usually form
a closed chamber, their cap-stone being supported by two or more stones, often in
table form, cpo PI. VIc.) In our area the chamber is sometimes constructed from
small coral blocks in dry masonry technique (Fig. 2). In most cases the fourth wall

FIG. 1. Diagram of grave dolmen. FIG. 2. Diagram of local variety
of grave dolmen.

FIG. 3. Schematic sketch of partial view
into tomb. Near abandoned
Sagai village area, Yonaguni.

of the chamber is removable for the convenience of later entombments; with aban
doned tombs it is missing. They then appear, were it not for the loose skeletons, or
burial urns (Fig. 3), like memorial dolmen (PI. lIIc). Where there is no material
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for a cap-stone, the structure has sometimes a thatch roof, for pre-bonewashing
(cp. Kaneko 1961) (PI. VIlle), and by coral stones for post-bonewashing (PI. Vllld).

A typological relation of this type of grave dolmen to the transverse stone
chamber or transverse pit style tomb should be noted. The distributional area of
these grave dolmens includes the islands of Miyako, Ishigaki, Irabu, Panari,
Iriomote, Tarama, Kurimashima and Yonaguni in area C.

Stone cists are made of at least 5 or 6 stone slabs (bottom, four walls and cover),
neatly joined in the form of a box. The cover fits the box, whereas for a grave dolmen
it is usually irregular and projects over the stone chamber on all sides. Stone cists
are so far only known from East Iriomote jffi~*W (on both sides of the road from
Ohara *1* to Komi ~5!) Miyako and Irabu #l" .6!: W, Kurimashima. In the Miyako
islands they are found in groups, in quadrangular enclosures, formed by upright
stone slabs.

In at least three cases (Figs. 4 and 5), Matsubaru f11* objects Band C (Pis. la,
Ib, Ie), and Irabu island the enclosures are double and terraced. I, therefore,
suggest the term terraced tombs for this variety (Fig. 6).
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FIG. 4. Miyako Island.

I. Hirara town. 6. Sugama. II. Bora.
z. Nikadori. 7· Miyaguni. IZ. Nobaru.

3· Karirnata. 8. Arazato. 13· Kurirna.

4· Hisarnatsu. 9· Uruka. 14· Aza Irabu.

5· Tonaba. 10. Uipiya.
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I. Matsubaru council house.
A. Enclosed tomb.
B. Terraced tomb.
C. Terraced tomb.
D. Shrine of the T'ang brothers.
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Stepped tombs I saw only in Hirara town zp. .Bt m,Miyako. They are magnificently
finished quadrangular enclosures dug into the hillside and in one case combined
with a paved bathing place, even now used as especially beneficial-a prominent
megalithic trait. The stepped pyramidal structure (Fig. 7) (13 steps in case of the
Nakazone {i:jJ *;j:N lineage tomb) comes up to the crest of the hill and is crowned
by a row of menhirs.

FIG. 7. Schematic Section of stepped tomb of the
Nakazone lineage, Hirara, Miyako.

I. Road leading past the structure.
2. Surrounding wall.
3. Row of menhirs.
4. Chamber.

5. Storie steps leading to
6. paved well and bathing place.
7. Surrounding pavement.

Stepped platform tombs are found mainly in Ishigaki and Taketomi islands. They
consist of a stone enclosure, usually provided with a magnificent stone gate and a
stepped platform tomb of up to 5 steps (cp. tomb of Dakid6 iffi tJ! in Taketomi ¥r 'j; ,

Yonaguni and Uesedo, 1957, photo 3). Nothing is known about the interior of such
tombs (coffin? urn?) (Fig. 8). In construction and appearance this variety is curiously
reminiscent of a chief's tomb from Yap (Hambruch, 1936, part 3).

FIG. 8. Diagram of stepped platform tomb.

A further variety seen in only two instances on Kuroshima ,w. ~ are roof-shaped
tombs, only recently emerged from the jungle. Remotely comparable structures.
I only know from Soemba (Rouffaer 1937: 62).
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I wish to draw attention to a big conical mound near Ku'ura 0.*.l5'l:., Ishigaki
island, near to two large grave dolmen, which, because of its regularity may be
artificial. Pending further research, the question of burial mounds must be left open.

These varieties in the main cover all megalithic tombs so far known in area C,
leaving a reasonable margin for local variations, due to lack of material, insufficient
skill or economic strength to copy the model.

A direct evolutionary derivation of these tombs and the disposal method they
serve (in all ascertainable cases multiple with the exception of spirit media, cpo
Kokubu and Kaneko 196z: lIZ, 1I3, 1I4) from abandonment (Inamura 1958: I) is
absurd, quite apart from the fact that the existence of abandonment as independent
simple disposal method (to be distinguished from exposure as first phase of a
multiple disposal method!) remains to be proved.

Most of these megalithic tombs were still used within living memory, some of
them serve to this very day. There is little doubt that they were only built for
people of great social prominence and wealth, even the crudest of them mobilizing
the efforts of a considerable number of people. One of their common characteristics
is their location near the coast, since they consist of stones transported from the sea
(coral rock) or even offshore islands.

The terraced and stepped tombs show a most skilful masonry. They, like the
roof-shaped tombs of Kuroshima and the terraced platform tombs, can be traced
to the kinship groups they belong to, since most of them are still in use, or were so
within living memory. The Nakazone stepped tomb of Hirara town (PI. IIlb)
which I consider the local prototype, was erected in A.D. 1480 by Nakazone Toyomi
uya. Datings ranging from the end of the 15th to the end of the 16th centuries
seem to be justified in all cases.

The grave dolmens present greater problems in dating. They are not documented
as is the Nakazone tomb and since most of them are still used, or were used until
a couple of decades ago, their inventory reflects phases of occupancy which nowhere
antedate the stepped and terraced tombs. In short, there is at present no evidence for
an evolutionary improvement in the sense of simple structures developing into
complicated ones, as maintained by Inamura (1958). I suggest, on the contrary,
that the lesser tombs are contemporary or even later than the superior ones; the
differences in size, skill and material are due to the inferior social status and economic
means of their tenants. Equally, the grave dolmen appear to be roughly contempo
raneous, or slightly later than the more elaborate tombs. I base my opinion mainly
on the fact that very crude grave dolmen are found with stone-cists or the roof
shaped tombs, within the enclosures. These grave dolmens demand less skill and
money than the more elaborate structures and may have been used for less important
members of the kinship group, or descendants at a time when the earlier skill was
already lost, or their fortune could not afford them any more. The possibility that
outside stone masons were called in for the superior work and that the crude ones
were made by local craftsmen should be taken into account.

In summing up, we repeat that all megalithic tombs of area C appear to be roughly
contemporary (15 and 16 centuries) with most of them still used by the descendants
of their founders. Stepped and terraced tombs are limited to Miyako; stepped
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platform tombs are found on Ishigaki and Taketomi; magnificent, but very dilapi
dated stone cists can be seen in East Iriomote (PI. IVa). In most ofthe other islands
variations of the grave dolmen style were the most elaborate resting places for
people of social consequence before the introduction of the South Chinese turtle
backed tomb or its variants.

A genetic relationship between the megalithic tombs of Northern Kyushii and
our area is assumed by Takiguchi (Yaeyama 1960: 172) and between northern
Kyushu, Korea and our area C by Inamura (1958). Typological similarities with
our area C can, of course, easily be pointed out from prehistoric Korea. Even the
stepped tomb has a magnificent forerunner in Tung Gou ~ i1F of Koguryo ~ Ipj~

times (Saito 1961: 27-29). However, a thousand year gap lies between the megalithic
tombs of Korea and Kyushu and their latterday typological relations in the southern
Ryukyus and therefore arguments about direct genetic relationship are futile. This
time gap has prompted Kim Won-yong (1962: 6) to deny a megalithic status to
the area C tombs, but this gap only exists when we limit our comparisons to the
north. For chronological, as well as typological connections we must look to the
south. Stone cists are still in use to this day in some tribal areas of Formosa (Kana
seki and Kokubu 1953: 80). We find in conception and execution many striking
parallels with the living megalithic culture of the Kelabit in upland Borneo
(Harrisson 1958), with Soemba (Rouffaer 1937), with the Toradjas of Celebes
(Kruyt 1938), to quote only a few concrete examples from amongst what Harrisson
(1958: 800) terms 'Heine-Geldern's general [and may I add, in some areas per
sisting] Dongson atmosphere for Southeast Asia'.

If we recapitulate our knowledge of Ryukylian disposal methods of the dead,
we first note:

Burials in shell-mounds of the earlier shell-mound period (hypothetical mean
date 200 B.c.). These are so far only known from area B.

Evidence for prone burial in the sand of the beach emerged during the 1960
survey of Yonaguni island. For reasons stated in the report (Kokubu and Kaneko
1962: 82-84) this site is as yet undatable, but appears to have been left by a popula
tion different from the recent one.

We are not again on firm ground until A.D. 1479 when Korean reports for Yona
guni indicate a disposal method little different from the recent one, practised with
insignificant variations over the whole archipelago.

This multiple method consists of 2 to 3 stages. The first was and locally still is
accomplished by temporary deposit in natural or artificial caves~ the latter of the
transverse pit style. Both varieties are fitted with wood or stone doors of sometimes
considerable technical perfection. The second stage consists of ritual bone washing
and deposing the bones contained in a jar, or loosely in the interior of the cave, or,
alternatively, in little natural or artificial grottos in a cliff-face. In many cases there
is a third stage, which consists in modern times (after the introduction of the turtle
backed tomb and other elaborate tomb-structures from South China) in emptying
the contents of the individual bone-jar after a certain time, unto a general lineage
ossuary. As pointed out elsewhere (Kaneko 1961) a spiritual promotion from dead
soul to ancestor soul (individually recognized and paid homage to) to ancestral
deity (anonymous) runs parallel to the three stages of physical dissolution.
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Not only the recent tomb structures, but also the evidence of the cliff-side
depositories strongly suggest this third phase (mixing of the individual remains
with general lineage remains), or, alternatively, locally a further hidden deposit
of some special parts of the body.

The unsatisfactory term cliff-burial g ~ is usually applied to this kind of deposit
which is by many authorities considered to be a chronological and typological
forerunner of the more elaborate transverse pit-cave deposit. However, here
again, facts do not support the evolutionary sequence 'natural cliff grottos ---'>

artificial cliff grottos ---'>- natural cavcs ---'>- artificial caves ---'>- free standing
tombs'. Caves and cliff sites are often simply two different locales for successive
stages of disposal; and local variations the result of available cliffs and caves,
fashions, personal preferences, differences in social status, etc. In concept and
execution no fundamental change has occurred in the disposal method of the
Ryiikyii islands at least since the 15th century. We find only one central theme
(multiple disposal with bone-washing) with small variations. The question of
whether deposit on cliff sites developed into deposit in caves does not even arise,
because our problems lie elsewhere.

When and from where did this complex enter our area?
To follow 'traditional' methodological procedure, let us first look to the north.

In Japan the transverse pit style as a natural cave fitted with a door, but ap
parently not connected with a multiple disposal method, coexists with burial
mounds and was discontinued with them (Mizuno and Kobayashi 1959: 1009). It
can therefore be hardly directly ancestral to our area.

Kokubu (1955: 1-10) reports a cliff-burial site from Yamagawa port ili}II~,

South Kyiishii, and mentions further sites in Hiuga 8 to:! and Oou ~ ~ provinces.
This kind of disposal, according to him, is in use from between later Jomon to
early burial-mound periods in Japan, and in some way connected with the cliff
burial areas to the south of Japan (Amami Oshima group and the Ryiikyus).
According to the report, in Yamagawa a complete adult burial with mirror and
sword fragments was excavated under a 2 m. layer, containing inarticulated human
bones of 'later historic age', Iwaibe and Jomon pottery. A connection with the cliff
sites of the Ryukyus seems to me far from a foregone conclusion, because the term
'cliff burial' is fully justified in this Japanese instance, whereas from the Ryukyus,
we know only cliff deposits. .

Turning to China we find a wealth of records testifying for the antiquity of the
multiple disposal method there, ranging from descriptions in the Later Han
history to T'ang sources reporting the deposit of ritually cleansed bones in cliff
grottos, and in Sung sources about a second disposal stage in cliffs or trees (see
bibliography of ancient Chinese sources in Ling 1955).

A survival of this disposal method into our days is reported for the Chinese on
Taiwan (Ling 1955: 175-177), Java (Konigswald 1960: 169), Borneo (Harrisson
1962: 20) and Hong Kong (Wilson 1961: 120). On the Chinese mainland local
contemporary existence is reported for the provinces of Kweichow (Beauclair
1960: 160), Hunan, Sikang, Yunnan, Kwangsi, Kwangtung, Fukien and Kiangsu
(Ling 1955).
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Prehistoric multiple disposal is indicated in the Niah Caves (Harrisson 1962: 7, 8,
particularly pertinent N 24, N 28, N 30) and often identical with Ryukyuan practices
of uncertain or recent dates. Some of the Kelabit varieties of contemporary disposal
methods (Harrisson 1962: II, K 53, K 57, K 58, K 59) again duplicate our Ryukyu
material, as does local evidence from amongst the Toradjas of Central Celebes
(Kruyt 1938). Even the above evidence for a tertiary 'hiding' phase has a parallel
in Kelabit country.

The Chinese origin of this complex in the Ryukyiis and surely also in Borneo,
Celebes and all other areas cited, appears evident from the afore-mentioned data
although the date of its arrival in our islands remains still quite unclear.

In any case, megalithic tomb structures entered our area later and were made
use of for this type of disposal. This too has an exact parallel in recent Kelabit
customs (Harrisson 1962: II, K 50). When these megalithic tombs were no longer
built by those able to afford them, they were replaced by the South Chinese
turtle-backed and house-type tombs in use to this day.

Pending further research, I should like to put out the following working hypo
thesis on the megaliths.

The megalithic structures of Korea and Japan belong to late prehistoric and early
protohistoric periods. The same is true of the southern Ryukyus, but the time lag
of 10 to 15 centuries makes direct genetical relations unthinkable. The Ryukyuan
megaliths share typological traits with neighbouring areas to the north and to the
south. Only in Southeast Asia, however, have megalithic cultures locally survived
to times comparable with our area C dates. Therefore it is with these areas that
area C megaliths are compatible both typologically and chronologically.

Stepped tombs:
Miyako island, Hirara town, stepped tomb of the Nakazone family (Fig. 7 and

PI. IlIb).
Miyako island, Hirara town, stepped tomb of the Miyagane family.
Miyako island, Hirara town, stepped tomb of the Hokama family (PI. IlIa).

All these structures are well preserved and still in use.

Terraced tombs:
Miyako island, Hisamatsu village, Matsubaru hamlet: Akoba-miyaka (my Object A,

cpo Figs. 4, 5, 6, 9, PI. lIa-b).
Stone cist surrounded by rectangular enclosure (5'20 m. by 3.80 m.) of one row of
big upright stone slabs (thickness a uniform 30 cm. length variable, stone [PI. lIa]
2'40 em. present height above surface uniform 80 em.), showing an incline of up
to 70°. (By virtue of the single enclosure, this object does not strictly qualify for
inclusion under terraced tombs.) The stone cist has an outer length of 1'9 m., a
breadth of 1'3 m., height of 55 em. above the present ground surface, plus 14 cm.
thickness of the cap-stone.

A space intentionally allowed for drainage is reported between the bottom stone
and the west wall of the cist; the joining and masonry of the slabs is otherwise
perfect. Inamura opened the stone cist in November 1958 and states that he only
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found four bone fragments (12-15 em. long) (Inamura 1958: II). From the
inner length of the cist (136 em.), he assumes interment in crouched position.
Its use as bone receptacle only is also quite possible. There were apparently no
funerary objects, save a few sherds outside of the cist. Inamura had the site desig
nated as 'cultural property', but it is still a refuse dump, with no effort made to
clear the vegetation. I am somewhat sceptical about thesherds found outside
being assigned to the tomb, since my surface collection of sherds from between the
stone cists of object C (which was and is a refuse dump) contains panari-like sherds,
old and new Chinese trade porcelain, several kinds of Okinawan pottery and ware
thrown there yesterday in a confused heap. The ancient and persistent habit of
placing pottery at the side of tombs (cp. PI. IVa) would, of course, speak in favour
of Inamura's assumption.

1
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~ )(
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FIG. 9. Schematic sketch of object A (enclosed
tomb at Matsubaru, Hisamatsu).

A few metres to the east of the site lies Busagi Miyiika (my object B, Figs. 4, 5, 6,
PIs. Ib-d and IIe-d). Here a double enclosure contains three stone cists and several
grave dolmens. I only managed to measure the full extent of the south wall 9'2 m.,
after a hasty clean-up of the rank vegetation. The measured distance between the
first and second rows of stone slabs on the south wall is 95 em., the gradient was
not ascertainable. The outer wall has an incline of over 60°, forced out of plumb
by being used as drying rack for hay and washing and the accumulated refuse
(PI. Ie). The southwest cornerstone-not a stone slab with variable length and
breadth, and a uniform thickness like all the others-is a menhir hollowed out
at the top (incense burning?). Its masonry is markedly inferior to object A and
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amongst the walls visible at present, the south walls are better than the west walls
which are fashioned out of coral blocks (PI. Ib).

Inamura reports two stone cists, presumably counting two adjoining stone cists
(PI. lIe) as one. There is, however, a dividing wall between them. Inamura opines
that these cists also once contained one or several skeletons, that they were used
over a period of time and therefore were 'clan-graves'. Although he gives no reason
for his opinion, I should agree with his second and third conclusion, since within
the terraced enclosure there are indications of more tombs than just the cists visible
at present. There is an obvious decline in material and workmanship (amongst the
stone cists themselves and the crude grave dolmen) with the gradual passage of
time. Two cists were opened by Inamura, but no exact report exists and inexplicably
the site was not declared 'cultural property', like Object A.

Hisagai Miyiika (Object C, Figs. 4, 5, 6, PI. Ia). This tomb is reputed to be
the resting place of feudal Lord Akaji Tataoya, father-in-law of Nakazone Toyo
miuya.

Two level terraced tomb with stone cists and grave dolmen. Exact number
unknown, since the whole area is buried under layers of refuse and jungle vegetation
with severe damage to the superb masonry. The east-west extension of the outer
enclosure is 8'20 m. the south-north extension 7'30 m. Inamura (1958), who is our
only detailed source of information about these tombs, failed to notice that they are
terraced and not two rows of stone slabs piled on the top of one another.

Funerary inventory. This forms a separate chapter in Inamura's report (1958: 21
35), but from his enumeration of the five kinds of pottery sherds and stone artifact it
is quite impossible to assign them to anyone of the three Miyaka. A depth of 90 cm.
and a position north of the stone cist (which?) is given for a stone implement termed
'polished round axe'. A stone knife (slate), a perforated net sinker and various
chipped implements are mentioned. I located the broken off butt-end of a polished
adze with elliptical cross-section between two stone cists of Object C, lying on the
surface, but in association with pottery sherds of diverse antiquity and origin. The
stone material is eruptive rock, similar to the variety found in the Yaeyama islands,
but as yet not clearly identified. The Geological Department of Tokyo University
kindly agreed to study the material, but was unable to identify the stones. The
stone implements may be associated with the tomb as funerary inventory, but they
may just as well be part of the refuse heap. Inamura's finds were apparently deposited
in the Hirara Town Library but could not be located there, although the Library
staff very obligingly helped me in turning their premises upside down. Unfortunately
this situation is symptomatic of the archreological research done in most parts of the
Ryukyus; it is left to well meaning, but untrained amateurs who never make accurate
records of their activities and finds.

The three tombs should be immediately cleared of all refuse and vegetation.
I should further suggest an exact record by trained draughtsmen once they are
cleaned up. All three sites should be declared 'cultural property'. A 'no dumping'
law should be proclaimed and monthly clean-ups enforced. These recommendations
are easy to put through for Matsubaru is a model hamlet and very proud of its
reputation.
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In the long run all three tombs should be completely excavated and restored to
their original appearance under expert supervision. Such a project, creating an open
air museum, should prove popular with local authorities, because relatively inexpen
sive. It would also be of great scientific interest, since similar sites are not known in
either Japan or Formosa. Miyako island, Shimoji-cho, Sugama 1'liilft village, Oden
miyiika rectangular enclosure (double?), partly paved floor-space, memorial menhir.
Reportedly the superb stone cist was destroyed by Japanese garrison soldiers. At
present only the enclosure (9'10 X 5'50 m.) showing superior masonry is intact.
Anji (Lord) Oden is a contemporary of Nakazone Toyomiuya and was greatly
honoured for having constructed the stone-bridge of Shimoji T:lt!!. Lesser miyaka
either in size or execution are found in Hirara town, Shimoji-cho, Yonaba
3[~/", hamlet, Deno J:.!I!f village and the Arazato-Miyaguni ~EI!- 'I5mm area
(cp. Fig. 4).

Irabu {jl-~W island, Irabu village, 330 m..east of Aza Irabu Susabi miyiika. Two
level terraced tomb. Outer north-south extension 7'3 m., inner extension 3.60 m.
Outer east-west extention 11m., inner enclosure 7'30 m. At least three stone cists
and three grave dolmens, presence of more suspected, but not ascertainable,
because site is completely overgrown. Since it is, however, less disturbed than the
Matsubaru sites, thorough clean-up and excavation should prove rewarding. An
So-year old informant said that the descendants of the occupants of this tombs had
the duty of calling on its last ancestor buried and report to him on their business,
every time they passed the structure. This custom seems to have been discontinued
about 50 years ago.

Similar structures are also reported from Kurimashima *rdllth and Tarama
~~ Fdl islands.

Grave dolmen: Three or four grave dolmens (PI. lIIe) 500 m. east of Susabi miyaka.
The entrance walls which in all cases were removed by stone crushers, revealed
cleansed bones of several individuals, burial urns and ceramic funerary objects.
Preservation of this site, still used a couple of decades ago, seems desirable, though
it may already be too late.

Panari island, Kanji J:!I!!.. Grave dolmen with two level enclosure at Odobaru.
Locally reputed to be connected with a potter.

Ishigaki island, south of Ku'ura hamlet. Two grave dolmens containing cleansed
bones of several individuals, burial urns and ceramic funerary objects. In good
repair and relatively safe, since location is rather remote. Grave dolmens are also
reported near Kabira JII2jS. village, but were not seen by me.

Further grave dolmens are in several locations of Ishigaki, Yonaguni and Iriomote
(East) islands.

South of the road Ohara :kJ* - Komi it5! in East Iriomote I found several
stone cists within an area of several kilometres. They are not enclosed like the
Miyako stone cists (PI. IVa). Although used until relatively recently, their state of
repair is very poor due to the vegetation forcing the stones apart. Some cists were
cut in half during road construction for the local branch of the Okinawa Pine
Corporation and others are destroyed by schoolboys who are not taught to respect
their cultural heritage in their plays.
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In the jungle south of this road terraced platform tombs were found, but since the
dense jungle vegetation allows none but a crawl approach, neither photographing,
nor measuring was possible. Preservation of at least a representative number of
these sites is desirable, but probably overruled in the present zeal for technological
progress and modern living standards to which the cultural inheritance of the
past is mercilessly and unnecessarily sacrificed.

Roof-shaped tombs of Kuroshima, Issantsaya (PI. IVb-d) only recently emerged
from the jungle. They are so far unique in this area. Locally they are thought to be,
like all other outstanding tombs, Yamato baka *- f!:!~ the resting places of warriors
of the Japanese Heike ~ 7](. Close investigation revealed that they were connected
with an Okinawan anji (noble) in disgrace, who had been cast adrift as punishment;
but later made himself master of small Kuroshima. According to genealogies, which
tend to become somewhat unreliable when concerned with persons alive before the
big tidal wave of A.D. 1771 destroyed all records, I suggest a date near the end of the
16th century for these tombs. The roof-shaped tombs are walled in by an elevated'
enclosure which also includes grave dolmens.

iii. Assembly places

All ugan (utaki), or sacred shrines of the indigenous Ryukyuan religion come
with very few exceptions into the category of assembly places: ritual, council
meetings, courts-of-Iaw, dancing, feasting.

They are terraced quadrangular enclosures surrounded by stone walls and
entered through a stone gate. The stone gate consists of two upright stone slabs
or coral-stone pillars and a cap stone, recently often replaced by a concrete slab
(PI. VIld). These enclosed 'shrines' show the same architectural features as the
enclosed tombs: enclosed by stone walls, terraced, with gate entrances (in the case
of some of the enclosed tombs, the terrace finish sometimes reflects the grandeur
of the occupants). The Ryukyuan assembly places can only be termed shrines, if
we dissociate them with concepts of shrine edifices, as seen elsewhere.

The ugan is usually divided into front court and sanctuary, the latter at least one
level higher than the court and reached by a few steps and, often, a further gate.
The sanctuary only contains the altar, a further low stone platform, or a table
dolmen (PI. VIla), sometimes with a small upright stone representing the ancestors
(PI. VIlb). Close parallels in concept and execution of these altars with the combined
'earth-ancestral altar' of tribal Formosa (Paiwan, Rukai) must be pointed out.
There these altars are claimed to be a survival of identical structures and practices
in ancient China (Ling 1958).

Ryukyiian ugan have been divided into genuine ugan and those erected for reasons
of political expediency in later times (Nakamatsu 1961: 26). Nakamatsu's (1961)
contention, that the genuine ugan are connected with the deposit of certain
ancestral remains, is fully supported by our evidence. Considering the general
spiritual climate, it is not at all surprising that local guardian (earth) deities turn
out to be deified village founders or distinguished leaders, our overwhelming evidence
is that their remains are actually hidden within the sacred enclosure. This presence is
very often not known to all and sundry and rarely disclosed to outsiders. Nakamatsu
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connects the widespread tabu of entering an ugan with these secret deposits. I
know of some cases where not only the founder's, but also his wife's remains are
revered and actually deposed within the precincts of the shrine.

On many islands shrine membership is hereditary and seniority amongst the
village ugan observed. The shrine commanding the greatest prestige is naturally
that of the village founder.

In short, the Ryiikyiian ugan belongs no doubt to the category of megalithic
assembly places found in ancient China as well as in later distribution over wide
areas of Southeast Asia and the Pacific islands.

iv. Semi-profane or profane function structures

These are paved communal bathing places, wells, bridges, paved pathways,
stairways, fortifications, stone gates, stone troughs, etc. These are everywhere,
their functional use now profanes their original ritual significance. I shall therefore
only deal here with two rare varieties which have gone unreported so far.

Stone fortifications can sometimes be seen in connection or not with the former
castle sites of Area C. Plate VIb shows the stairway to a coastal watch-tower on
Aragusuku island, Kanji J:::Im, which according to report was constructed by order
of the Chiizan government to control maritime traffic. When ships were sighted, they
had to be reported by a relay system of watch-towers. Since watch-towers in most
cases are not in sight of each other, the towers may have served a different function.

FIG. 10. Schematic sketch of 'indigo dying plant',
abandoned Sanal village site, Yonaguni.

1. Fireplace.
2. Stepping stone.
3. Stone trough.

4. Stone trough.
S. Stepping stone.
6. Stone trough.

7. Stone trough.
8. Stepping stone.
9. Paved well.

FIG. I I. Burial urn found in
Arakawa, Ishigaki
island.

(Sketch after photograph in
Rev. Anmuro's possession,

Ishigaki town).
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a. Hisagai Miyiika (Object C). South wall Matsubaru hamlet, Hisamatsu, Miyako island
(see pp. 123, 130, 131)

b. Busagi Miyiika (Object B). West wall, Matsubaru hamlet (see pp. 123, 131)

Facing page I34
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c. Busagi Miyaka (Object B). South wall before cleaning (see pp. 123, 130)

d. Busagi Miyaka (Object B). After cleaning (see p. 130)



a. Akoba Miyiika (Object A). Stone cist before cleaning, Matsubaru
hamlet, Hisamatsu, Miyako island (see pp. 129, 132)

b. Stone cist and enclosure Matsubaru hamlet.
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c, Busagi Miyiika (Object B). Stone cists, Matsubaru hamlet.
d. Busagi Miyiika (Object B). Stone cist, Matsubaru hamlet

(see pp. 130, 131)
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a. Lineage tomb ofthe Hokama family, Hirara town, on Miyako (see p. 129)

b. Partial view of the Nakazone lineage tomb, Hirara (see pp. 126, 129)
c. Grave dolmen near Aza Irabu, Irabu island (see pp. 122,132)

d. Grave dolmen near Ku'ura, Ishigaki island
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a. Stone cist near Komi, East Iriomote island (see pp. 127, 130)
b. Roof-shaped tomb of Issantsaya, Kuroshima, seen sideways.

c. Roof-shaped tomb of Issantsaya, Kuroshima, seen end on.
d. Second roof-shaped tomb of Issantsaya. (See page 133)
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PLATE V ASIAN PERSPECTIVES

a. 'Soul-stone' near Nobaru hamlet, Miyako island (see p. 120)

b. 'Taxation stone' near Nikadori, Miyako island (see p. 120)
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c. 'Magic obstacle' menhirs in Sonai, Yonaguni island (see p. II9)

d. 'Ghost-wall', Nakagusuku village, Okinawa island (see p. 119)



PLATE VI ASIAN PERSPECTIVES

Prestige tanks on Yonaguni island at a. Sonai (above); c. Hinai (below). (See pages 121, 122)
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b. Stairs to watch-tower, Kanji, Aragusuku islands (see p. 133)

d. Prestige tank abandoned at Sakai, Yonaguni island (see p. 121)

PLATE VI



a. Table dolmen as altar, near Komesu, southern Okinawa (see p. 134)
b. Ancestral altar, near Gushichan, Okinawa (see p. 134)

c. Ancestral altar, Hinai, Yonaguni island.
d. Ugan gate near Nobaru, Miyako island (see p. 134)
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a., b. Indigo dyeing plant (?), near abandoned Sakai, Yonaguni island
(see page 133)

c. Thatched tomb (pre-bonewashing), Miyara hamlet, Ishigaki ishmd.
d. Coral block tomb (post-bonewashing) Kabira, Ishigaki island(see p. 133)
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A strong system of stone fortifications, which were razed, is traditionally reported
from Karimata, Miyako. At present only one of the three narrow entrance gates to
the village is left.

In the area of the abandoned Sakai village on Yonaguni I found a collection of
stone troughs of various shapes and sizes connected with a paved well and a fire
place. A farmer working on a nearby field volunteered the information that this
was an indigo dying plant, which seems very likely (Fig. 10, PI. VIlla-b).

This initial investigation of megalithic structures in the southern area of the
Ryiikyii islands will have to be further studied in situ and broadened in scope to
include all of the Ryiikyii islands, a task requiring a team of several trained archreo
logists, ready to recognize all manifestations of the megalithic movement. No
answers can be given yet, but a series of questions has been put. Relations of the
southern Ryiikyii megaliths with Southeast Asia emerge clearly, although details
still elude us and await clarification.
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